Treaty
Of

Covenance
Between Human beings that fully acknowledge and embody that
human consciousness and free will is now ready, in its evolution
of free will, to become a part of cosmic will once again,
and

Benevolent Star Nations cultures that manifest alignment of
Cosmic will and the care to assist all of humanity regain its
alignment within Universal and Cosmic Law.

The Treaty of Covenance is a binding agreement between all Nations
on Earth, and Star Nations that cooperatively engage with the intent of
alignment and integration of Universal and Cosmic Law as the
evolutionary foundation of Infinities Intent.
The Parties to this Treaty reaffirm their faith in the purposes and
principles of Universal and Cosmic Law and their desire to live in
peace with all peoples both terrestrial and of Star Nations origin.
They are determined to safeguard the freedom, common heritage and
civilisation of their peoples, founded on the principles of individual
liberty, abundance and the rule of love. They seek to promote stability
and well-being on Earth and bring an end to destructive rule of
governance, commerce and oppression.
They are resolved to unite their efforts for collective wellbeing and for
the preservation of peace and security. They therefore agree to this
Treaty of Covenance :

Article 1

All terrestrial Earth Governments will prioritise the foundation agreement
between Earth nations for guiding international governance into accord with
Universal and Cosmic law for the benefit of humanity globally. That to uphold
International law as a responsible government is to settle any international
dispute in which they may be involved by peaceful means in such a manner that
international peace and justice are not endangered, and to refrain in their
international relations from the threat or use of force (be it military,
psychological, economic or by any other manipulative means) in any manner,
and that openness, transparency, honesty and service are the foundation of
cultural leadership and national governance.

Article 2

All terrestrial Earth Governments, ExtraTerrestrials and UltraTerrestrials and all
beings that have the power of influence agree to the open sharing of
intelligence and technology that will assist human beings to assemble reality
aligned with the intent of cosmic intelligence, or infinity's Intent, and will
engage such civilisation advance in alignment with Universal and Cosmic law.

Article 3

All parties agree that individual Soul Sovereignty is the keynote of freedom and
that service of governance is a duty of obligation to empower, foster and
enhance the quality of life and the individual, autonomous freedom of the
people to whom service is avowed in acceptance of any form of leadership
assumed.

Article 4

All parties agree that openness and visibility based on integral alignment with
Universal/Cosmic Law is fundamental to uphold right action of service and that
all covert strategies and hidden agendas will be disclosed and surrendered such
that cooperative engagement can be undertaken in an environment of trust in
service to the mutual benefit of evolution in accord with Infinities Intent and
Universal/Cosmic Law.

Article 5

The agreement of covenant is established on the foundation of
acknowledgement of the individual’s right to Soul Sovereign autonomy and the
freedom of Self authority. As such, this is an agreement of covenant that one
keeps with oneself. This individually formulated covenant is committed to the
expression of the greatest will of benevolence for self, life and others. This is a
specific covenant of agreement for all individual beings to be enabled to equally
participate in life as an evolutionary expression of the measure of excellence
attainable at the current moment of life in service to the actualisation of
Infinity's intent of being and the natural creative life energies that define
Universal and Cosmic Law. All parties agree to prioritising the empowerment of
this agreement through education and enrichment of individuality as the
cornerstone of service.

Article 6

All parties agree to openly share intelligence, scientific and cultural advance,
honouring the cultural, religious and humanist inheritances of the Earth,
alongside honouring the previous interaction of Star Nations peoples, as evident
in archaeological record at all stages of human civilisation advance, and in
recognition of the current cycle of civilisation advance by which Extraterrestrial
and Ultraterrestrial beings are invited once again to participate in. In full respect
of the current cycle of civilisation advance, all scientific, academic and
technological awareness will be held open with willingness to review in light of
new knowledge, both terrestrially and extraterrestrially manifest, that
transcends current methodologies and understanding.

Article 7

All parties agree with mutual care that all contractual agreements will be
maintained within the intent of Universal collective service.

This Treaty shall be ratified and its provisions carried out by the Parties in
accordance with their respective constitutional processes. Once submitted and
notarised, failure to respond to this treaty within ten days will be taken as
agreement and consent to the treaty provisions.

Signed ______________________________________________________
Representative of ______________________________________________

Witnessed _____________________________________________________

Date

________________________________________________________

Signed ______________________________________________________
Representative of ______________________________________________
Witnessed _____________________________________________________
Date ________________________________________________________

In essence the treaty does not seek to procure a gain from the Star Nations People. There is an equal
exchange. Human beings will return to the natural state of alignment within Universal culture, and we
will return to the Star Nations People the accomplishment of our willingness to have gone through
the cycle of karma and shadow integration. The Treaty of Covenance holds at its heart the will of
evolution for the refinement of being throughout the cosm.

